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The Integrated Renewal Program (IRP) requested Board 3 approval for the implementation
of Workday for HR and Finance, with a total budget envelope of $155.8 million, including
contingency, with a release of $86.2 million for fiscal year 2019-2020. The IRP also requested
a budget release of $11.5 million, including contingency, for the implementation of Workday
Student for fiscal year 2019/20. Additionally, the IRP requested a scope change to move
$13.2 million, including contingency, of funding and projects from the Integrated Renewal
Program to the Application Ecosystem Program (AEP). The requests were approved
contingent on UBC negotiating a revised agreement for the implementation of Workday
Student subject to the endorsement of the Chair of the IT Advisory Council and approval by
the Chair of the Board’s Finance Committee and the Board Chair.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This briefing note provides an update on the Integrated Renewal Program (IRP). The Integrated Renewal Program
is a multi-year initiative to transform UBC’s academic and administrative support processes and system
environments and provide the foundation to meet UBC’s future needs and requirements. The IRP is inclusive of
Human Resources (HR), Finance and Student core systems and business processes.
Template revised: June 2018
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Major milestones and key outcomes for the IRP have been planned for each quarter. The Integrated Renewal
Program is currently focused on the Test Stage for HR and Finance, in addition to continuing the Student Architect
Stage.
Since January of 2019, UBC and Workday have been engaged in discussions to align the Student implementation
timeline with the product development roadmap. A preliminary joint verbal agreement (subject to finalization of
executed documents and approval by the Chair of the Board of Governors’ Finance Committee and endorsed by
the Chair of the UBC IT Advisory Council) was reached in April 2019. We have revised our contracts with Workday
and shared them with Workday staff. Workday has presented a verbal counter proposal and we anticipate a written
response by the end of August 2019, and are working towards a final signed agreement by the end of September
2019. We are evaluating the impact of the delay of their Workday Student implementation announced recently by
the Ohio State University and exploring options to mitigate risks to UBC.
The report also includes a funding request to support the Integrated Renewal Program through December of 2019.
The funding request will allow the program to continue the implementation of Workday HR and Finance, while
allowing negotiations related to the Student implementation timeline to be completed.
This report also provides an update on the recent developments within the IRP with respect to Organizational
Change Management (OCM). We review the Organizational Change Management current state and plans to move
forward.
STRATEGIC CORE AREAS SUPPORTED
 People and Places

 Research Excellence

 Transformative Learning

 Local / Global Engagement

DESCRIPTION & KEY OUTCOMES AND PROGRAM STATUS
RATIONALE
In August 2017, with the approval of the UBC Board of Governors, the University’s projects to
replace its HR, Finance and Student Information systems were brought together under the
Integrated Renewal Program (IRP) to pursue one enterprise solution.
In December 2017, following a competitive procurement process for the Student system and
a comprehensive product fit/gap analysis for HR and Finance, it was determined that Workday
would meet UBC’s enterprise platform solution needs.
In addition to the current Finance, HR and Student enterprise systems there are a number of
applications across the University that provide full functionality to users by exchanging data,
accessing information, providing reporting capabilities or enabling workflow processes. As the
IRP has progressed in its planning, a more detailed understanding has developed of the scope
of change on this broader application ecosystem across the university. The scope of the IRP
encompasses more than the core functionality provided by the Workday solution.
To enable business continuity for any functionality that will not be supported by the Workday
platform, existing software applications must be made to work with the new enterprise
system (the Workday platform). In addition, and as a part of the transition to Workday, the
foundational data model is changing significantly for Finance, HR and Student leading to the
need for updates to the data models or data interchanges for those related applications.
The IT and IRP teams have created a list of these applications and the determination of what
type of activity must occur for them (i.e. the disposition) to continue to provide needed
functionality. This has led to the creation of a new program of activity to occur alongside the
IRP, called the Application Ecosystem Program (AEP).
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The UBC Board of Governors provided Board 3 approval in June 2019 for the implementation
of Workday HR and Finance with a budget envelope of $155.8 million, including contingency,
with a release of $86.2 million for fiscal year 2019/20. The approval is contingent on the
endorsement of the Workday Student agreement by the chair of ITAC and approval by the
Chair of the Board’s Finance committee. The IRP is now entering the Testing Stage for the HR
and Finance streams for Release 1 scheduled for April 2020. The Student stream has begun
the Architect Stage for Releases 3, 4 and 5.
IRP Vision:
The way we support learning and research, and how we work at UBC will be transformed,
creating a cohesive, integrated, and enriched experience for students, staff, and faculty.

Current IRP Scope:
The product/functional scope of the IRP remains unchanged from the scope presented to the
Board of Governors at their April 2018 meeting.
Major milestones and key outcomes for the IRP have been planned for each quarter. The IRP
is currently focused on the Test Stage for HR and Finance, in addition to continuing the
Student Architect Stage.
The remaining key outcomes for this calendar year are illustrated on page 4.
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HR and Finance have completed their Configure and Prototype Stage and as mentioned above
have now entered their Testing Stage. End to End testing began in late July and will continue
into November. The testing will include completed integrations and reports. IRP has been
coordinating with the Application Ecosystem Program (AEP) to coordinate the completion and
testing of the corresponding retrofits within the UBC community. Regular meetings are
occurring to ensure alignment.
The Student stream has been engaged in the Architect Stage and is focused on gathering
requirements, documenting current business processes, and hosting Design Workshops with
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) from across UBC. The outcome of the Architect Stage will be
the first prototype of the Workday Student solution for UBC.
The IRP is also focused on making improvements within the Organizational Change
Management (OCM) stream. We have enhanced the level of leadership, oversight and
resourcing of the OCM area with the hiring of 8 additional resources (employees and
contractors), hiring of a new Director of OCM and engaging a senior consultant from Deloitte
with steeped expertise in Change Management. This report provides an update on the recent
developments within the IRP (Student, HR, and Finance) with respect to Organizational
Change Management. We review the Organizational Change Management current state and
plans to move forward.
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Overall Program Status
The program utilizes a dashboard for status reporting. The details for each component are
listed below.
Component

Health

Trend

Comments

Overall Status

Action
Required

Action required due to Resources and Solutions
status. See details below.

-Budget

On Track

Under budget for FY 18/19. On track for FY 19/20.
On track for the Overall Program.

-Scope

On Track

On Track.

-Resources

Action
Required

Now off track due to departure of HCM
Transformation Director.

-Solutions

Action
Required

Priority focus on integrations work for HR and
Finance and the need to complete to support endto-end testing. OCM planning complete. OCM
focus on execution continues and includes a reset
of the Transition Network on the Vancouver
campus. Contingency planning underway in
support of best practice program management.
Negotiations continue with Workday on a new
Student agreement. We have agreement in
principle and are awaiting updated contracts for
review and approval.

-Risks and Issues

On Track

On Track.

There are 59 active risks that the program is managing. Of these, 7 are currently rated with a
Very High probability and impact and are listed in detail in the Risk section of this report.
OCM Progress Summary
Subsequent to the last update provided to the Board of Governors, program leadership
identified a number of gaps in OCM leadership, management and delivery. Significant
deliverables and timelines were missed and the OCM team and the Sponsor Team did not
demonstrate the kind of coordinated activity necessary for successful and timely performance
of future training, education and awareness activities. IRP Program Sponsors and leadership
realized the need to assess the situation and bring in expertise to address these foundational
activities (notably planning, stakeholder communications and engagement) to ensure a
successful implementation of the IRP.
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Evaluation of the team’s effectiveness by Michael Ramsey (Deloitte) revealed the reasons for
these valid concerns and included:
1. Lack of experience of OCM and overall leadership experience with ERP
implementations or with large scale transformations
2. A skills gap in relation to planning and strategy in OCM as well as overall integration
into program deliverables
3. Lack of coordination and leadership across the various functional streams of OCM and
Program activities (e.g. HR, Finance, Student, and Project Management)
As noted above, the Sponsor Team with support of the Executive Sponsors agreed on a
mitigation strategy to address these issues, and the Program recruited experienced ERP OCM
leadership to bring the OCM program back on track. Actions taken to address identified issues
are described below.
Budget Request and Spend Authorization
IT IS HEREBY REQUESTED that the UBC Board of Governors approve a funding release of $36.9
million, including contingency, to enable the continuing implementation of Workday HR,
Finance ($36.2M) and Student ($0.7M) for the period of mid-September 2019 through
December 2019 as the Workday Student agreements are finalized.
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Enhancing OCM Team Performance and Capability
While addressing the immediate concerns related to OCM team performance, an equally
important objective has been to build and enhance the internal UBC capability for future
implementations and large-scale change programs. To address both these concerns the
decision was taken to fill organizational gaps with UBC resources where possible and provide
“co-piloting” assistance from external experts (e.g. Deloitte, KPMG, EY) to address the backlog
of foundational OCM activities. Within the previously approved headcount and expense
budget, recruiting activities have filled resource gaps and we are beginning to restore and
rebuild the team to an effective complement: UBC hires have been made for:
• 1 OCM Co – Director
• 1 Finance functional stream OCM lead
• Training materials developers
• 1 Training Analyst to provide logistical support for future training activities
• 1 Communications Analyst (and reassignment of another resource to focus exclusively
on communications activities)
• Recruiting activities continue for 2 additional analytical resources for the Finance and
Student functional streams
• Headcount and budget have been reserved for an additional 2 training materials
developers to be added as required later in the development cycle.
The Sponsor Team recognized the need for addressing the equally important tasks of
completing the ongoing and current operational tasks at the same time as re-energizing the
past foundational elements, external consulting “co-pilot resources” have been added to
provide experience and method for a period:
• 1 OCM Co – Director
• 1 program strategist / planning coordination
• 1 communications specialist
• 1 engagement specialist
• 1 analytical resource
The accountability of the Sponsor Teams and external consulting resources is to address the
gaps in foundational activities, support the OCM Director, Sponsors, and Workstream Leads
with building their change leadership capability; and complete knowledge transfer to the UBC
resources leading and or impacted by change by building their capability for IRP deployment
as well as future OCM requirements.
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Aligning activities – Determining Accountabilities Aligned to Streams of Work
Coincident with the resourcing activities described above, accountabilities of team members
have been aligned to significant stream activities. Resources have been imbedded in the
functional streams (Finance, Student and HR) to address the identification and mitigation of
change impacts; aligned to provide support and technical leadership of communications and
engagement activities for all streams and locations; and positioned to address the specific
requirements of the Okanagan campus and Faculty of Medicine. A detailed accountability
chart (RASCI) and a regular team meeting cadence have been created to manage the interrelationships and accountability of the team members.

Although strategic documentation had been developed and provided to governance, a second
significant task was the alignment of specific, detailed OCM activities with the overall IRP
implementation timeline (above) and project plan. This integration ensures that: (a) team
members have detailed clarity on expectations for timing, deliverables and accountability; (b)
there is visibility of OCM activities for the functional streams, program leadership and
governance; and (c) coordination and management of team activities are possible.
OCM activities have now been identified by each stream of activity and aligned to the
organization accountabilities outlined in the organization plan and RASCI chart.
Coordinating AEP and Workday Activities
Understanding change impacts on individual roles across UBC is only partially addressed by
the specifics of the Workday system implementation. In the university’s current state, the
core HR, Finance and Student system is supported by a variety of integrated systems,
applications, spreadsheets and workarounds. Some of these are replaced in their entirety by
Workday, while others will be retrofitted, integrated or may need to remain at least for a
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period. AEP (Application Ecosystem Program) addresses these (over 300) supporting
applications. At the current time, the teams have estimated that 45% of the total will need to
be retrofitted, 25% integrated and 30% will be sunset (retired). How these applications will
be replaced by or integrated with Workday needs to be understood by the Sponsor Leadership
team and the OCM resources imbedded within the functional stream as well as the training
team so that the complete understanding of change impacts on individual roles across UBC
and the design of training can be appropriately developed and delivered based on needs.
IRP OCM resources will now coordinate the work of the AEP program resources into the
change canvas and impact catalogues to address end user concerns in a comprehensive
manner. Coordination meetings between the programs have been established to ensure an
effective communication of the AEP results and address specific faculty, department or
administrative unit change management requirements.

Coordinating Organization Sustainment and IRP Program Activities
The work of the OCM and Sponsor teams is evolving and needs to vision beyond the go-live
deployment dates in regards to meeting ongoing change management needs and
expectations. While specific support programs for the immediate implementation period are
being developed, there is also a requirement to understand change impacts in two respects:
1. A new piece of work for the Sponsors and the OCM team is the sustainment organization
required to support and enhance the implementation of Workday into the future – this
will include technical, client response and training resources. EY is completing an analysis
to inform the University’s future decisions on the sustaining organization.
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2. The system changes defined by Workday and AEP will impact individual jobs and will
require the organizational leaders to do rethinking for efficiency or effectiveness.
Although any such changes will be addressed after the Workday implementation,
identifying and cataloguing these opportunities are now an important part of the OCM
work going forward. Greater detail of this thinking is described below in Workforce
Transition planning which will include a resourcing plan for OCM to take on these
evolving priorities.
Change Readiness Assessment (CRA)
The first phase of the IRP implementation (HR/Finance) occurs in April 2020. In preparation,
UBC performed a pro-active assessment of the staff and faculty’s readiness to undergo the
organizational change required to successfully implement the first phase.
This leads to the design and execution of a Change Readiness Assessment (CRA or
Assessment). This Assessment will be done in three phases and seeks to provide a current
state assessment of change readiness within UBC for the April 2020 HR/Finance
implementation only. It considers previous and current change efforts in order to identify:
•

Strengths that could be leveraged or weaknesses of previous change efforts that need
to be addressed in the design of future change efforts;

•

Any areas that have experienced or are currently undergoing significant change that
could impact readiness for April 2020; and

•

How the change required for the IRP program is similar to (or different from) previous
changes in terms of its nature, scope, urgency, and perceived impact.

This assessment resulted in six (6) actionable recommendations for managing change within
the IRP program. Most importantly, it serves as a benchmark on which to measure future
readiness and the impact change efforts have made on the organization since this initial
readiness assessment. The IRP OCM team intends to execute two similar assessments in the
coming year.
Change Readiness Assessment (CRA) Design and Approach
This assessment captures the quantitative data collected from a survey sent to 16,732 faculty
and staff. It is complemented by qualitative information gathered from holding 12 focus
groups (small groups of selected individuals to discuss readiness in more depth than the
survey) across Vancouver and the Okanagan. Although faculty and administrative unit results
are presented in parallel, the expected interaction of faculty with the Workday solution will
be limited to a few very specific areas – notably personal expense management and research
revenue and cost control. Accordingly, their current level of awareness and understanding of
Workday and its impact on their activities was expected to be lower than that experienced in
other organizational units. Specific mitigation strategies have been built into communications
and engagement activities described in other sections of this report.
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Stakeholder Assessment
A foundational element in the creation of successful change strategies is the segmentation of
the stakeholder community into groups based upon the effect of change in these
communities and the impact that they can have in successful leading and communicating
change (influence). These stakeholder groupings then underpin future communications,
engagement and training activities. Although there had been early efforts to understand this
mosaic, plans were poorly integrated. Over the past month, the OCM team has revisited the
stakeholder map, refined our understanding of specific groups and aligned communications
and engagement plans. It is our intention that individuals get the information and access
needed to successfully support and manage the coming changes from the IRP and AEP
programs.
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Stakeholder Engagement Planning and Execution
A significant gap in OCM activities to date has been the effective engagement of key
stakeholders from the executive of the university, through faculty and administrative
leadership and through the organization to those directly impacted by the intended system
and process changes. An engagement plan has been created to ensure that all stakeholder
groups are appropriately engaged through to deployment. This activity plan is currently
working its way through the approval process.
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Communications Planning and Execution
Communications is intended to provide people with the information that they need at the
time that they need it to consistently manage expectations or reduce anxiety. The overall
objective of communications is to enhance individuals’ journeys through the predictable
stages from awareness to advocacy for positive change. As there are predictable patterns in
an ERP implementation, we know that we need to communicate a business case for the
change (largely successfully done) to understanding of the broad changes that system
implementation will trigger to identification of how specific changes impact individuals and
how the team will support individuals through change with training or other activities.
As with engagement activities, communications are aligned with the stakeholder map and
targeted (media, method and message) to the specific requirements of each impacted group
or to the broader community.

Transition Network Re-launch
Early in the overall change planning process, the team identified the requirement to build a
transition network that would act as change captains / supporters across the University’s two
campuses. Although activities have been undertaken within the individual functional streams
and at the Okanagan campus, the network in Vancouver has not been actively engaged. In
mid-September the networks will be re-launched with an intention that they perform their
intended role through to implementation.
Workforce Transition Planning
Some of the change impacts that are identified within the April go-live date are expected to
have implications beyond the requirement for training.
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Specifically, they may produce any of the following effects or requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Require job / position re-scoping or redefinition
Job reclassification
Salary administration
Organization re-structuring
Union and collectively bargained agreement impact

The change streams have the accountability to identify and catalogue these effects (created
either through the IRP or AEP program) and effectively communicate these effects to the
University’s HR team for their resolution and post go-live implementation. This work will be
largely completed by October 2019 to provide for sufficient notice of those impacts that
require significant intervention. Weekly coordination is accomplished through a committee
chaired by the OCM co-director and composed of both OCM stream resources and HR
professionals.

Training and Knowledge Transfer Strategy and Timeline
A noticeable success over the past several months has been the creation and approval of
overall end-user training and knowledge transfer strategies and approach. This activity has
started with understanding those groups or individuals who will require classroom training,
those who can be reached through webinar or who will require only job aids / reference
guides to effectively manage their interaction with the Workday system. Over the coming
months, the training team will move from the development of a training curriculum,
storyboards, and the creation of training materials, to the preparation of trainers, the
management of training delivery logistics and the delivery of training at appropriate times
and locations (usually within the last six weeks prior to system deployment).
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A further accountability of the training team is the management of the process that ensures
that the University is equipped with the technical skills required to support Workday beyond
go-live. This activity is a joint effort of the PMO, Workday consultants and OCM. Baseline
assessments and the creation of knowledge transfer plans are underway.

Change Management Future Expectations
The activities of the past several months have created the plans and activities necessary to
support effective system deployment. The visibility of these activities will give comfort to the
broader community that their concerns are being appropriately met.
Specific critical future activities and dates include:
1. Leader goal alignment sessions – Mid August
2. Council/Committee of Deans engagement – Mid August
3. Completion of change impact analysis (change canvas and personas); identifying role
and job impacts from Workday and AEP programs – September
4. Creation of training curriculum – September
5. Detailing of workforce considerations arising from change impact analysis – October
6. 2nd leader alignment session – November
7. End User training – Mid February
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BENEFITS KEY BENEFITS

Learning, Research,
Financial,
Sustainability &
Reputational

The IRP looks to transform the way we support learning and research, and how we work at
UBC, creating a cohesive, integrated, and enriched experience for students, staff, and faculty.
The IRP is expected to deliver:
• A reduced administrative transactional burden for faculty, staff, and students. Many of
UBC’s administrative processes are manual, time-consuming and overly complex. We can
simplify, and free up time and therefore budget to focus on other work and priorities.
• A more integrated way of working and interacting. HR, Finance and Student
administration and data are often interdependent, but are currently supported by
different systems and data models. Workday will provide an integrated environment for
the consistent information and processes we need to do our work.
• Replacement of aging systems that are no longer able to meet UBC’s needs. UBC’s core
systems are based on 25+ year old technologies that are increasingly outdated and difficult
to maintain. Workday is a modern, mobile, cloud-based solution, with low technical
maintenance overhead.
• Readiness for the future. New ways of working, teaching, learning and interacting are
constantly evolving as are the tools we all use to do our work. Workday delivers a flexible,
continually improving solutions that can change along with UBC as we move into the
future.

RISKS RISK MANAGEMENT

Financial,
Operational &
Reputational

Program risks are future uncertain events that, if they occur, would have a negative effect on
achievement of one or more program objectives. The IRP has a robust Risk and Issues
Management Framework in place. External Quality Assurance (EQA) for IRP is provided by
Gartner and complements that framework. As of August 2019, the program is tracking 59
active risks (down from 193 originally) and 6 issues. IRP is referenced in UBC’s Major Risk
Register (GLB081 UBC Integrated Renewal Program). The table below captures the top IRP
risks (very high probability and impact) and an abbreviated list of mitigation activities being
addressed within the IRP.
Risk Statement
The lack of well-defined/well understood
scope for the program (Risk #204, EQA (2.11))

Mitigation
-Ensure dedicated activities related to communicating scope are included
in the communications and change management plans; ensure clear
messaging regarding the scope for IRP, including what is meant by "like
for like" (in progress with expected completion in September 2019)
-Communicate these messages to re- set/establish clear expectations;
ensure executive participation in delivering those messages (in progress
with expected completion in September 2019)
-Monitor for and document instances of scope creep; understand root
causes, and update documentation, processes, and communications to
address those causes (completed)
-Develop a complete picture of the integration requirements for the
Workday solution and determine the cost / effort and architecture that
will be used to enable these; ensure adequate funding (capital $'s in the
IRP or operating $'s in the business areas) exists to implement all required
interfaces (completed)
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High number of Architect Stage deliverables
moved into Configure & Prototype (Risk #283,
EQA (2.24))
There have been some challenges in
gathering/defining and documenting the
functional and technical integration
specifications for HR/FIN workstream
applications. As a result, there is a risk that the
integration designs for the HR/FIN workstream
will not be completed in (the scheduled) time.
(Risk #285, EQA (3.54))
Lack of urgency, transparency and trust
amongst the workstreams designing the
integrations within IRP (Risk #302, EQA (3.55))

-Determine the required effort to complete the outstanding Architect
stage deliverables being moved under the proposed Change Request(s)
and enter the information into the effort driven project plan to determine
the impact on deliverables in the Configure and Prototype stage
(completed)
-Ensure integration deliverables for functional and technical specifications
are identified /defined, documented and understood (completed)
-Monitor IEC and IRP plans to ensure all P1 integrations are complete and
a plan for P2 to P4 integrations are complete (in progress)

-Design workshop leaders to provide more frequent updates to the plans,
provide data that allows for validation of what is in the plan with technical
and functional teams (completed)
-Encourage the integration teams to collaborate across the
workstreams to resolve design issues in a timely and efficient manner
(completed)

The lack of a deployment and sustainment
strategy for the program introduces the risk of
a failed production cutover and/or the inability
to maintain and support the system adequately
once it is in production operation. (Risk #249,
EQA (3.61))

Change in the OCM leadership workstream
delays the OCM activities (Risk #298, EQA
(6.13))

-Ensure the SA's/Integration Leads have the skills and experience to
support the design and validation work to be completed (complete)
-Steering and PMO to communicate the need for a higher sense of
urgency to complete the integration design/development tasks and
resolve issues (completed)
-Develop a fully articulated Deployment and Sustainment Strategy that
defines how releases of the IRP Solution will be deployed across the
various environments (development, test and production) and into
production, as well as the ongoing support infrastructure and processes
required to manage the solution in production operations (in progress)
-Select an external vendor to assist with Deployment and Sustainment
strategy (completed)
-PMO to support selected vendor (completed)
-Need to move quickly to fill the leadership role and make any required
changes to the OCM approach and project plan and to communicate the
go-forward plan to the IRP team and stakeholders (in progress)
(consultant hired to co- lead and position filled - completed)
-Make required changes to the OCM approach and project plan (in
progress)
-Communicate the go-forward plan to the IRP team and stakeholders (in
progress)
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COSTS CURRENT FINANCIALS

Capital & Lifecycle
Operating

The financial information provided represents the fiscal year and program overall reporting
as of the July 2019 month end. The status of Fiscal Year 19/20 is green with a current expected
spend of approximately $73.7 million. The Overall Program budget status is based on the
original planning estimate and the contingent Board 3 approval for HR and Finance in June
2019.
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The majority of the variance between Budget and Actuals is due to savings realized through
Prime Consultants. Prime Consultants include Workday and Deloitte resources and the actual
spend was much less than anticipated.
SCHEDULE REVISED IRP SCHEDULE

Implementation
Timeline

The following schedule is based on our latest conversations with Workday regarding the
expected timetable for readiness of their Student product. The impact requires a change in
release numbering and is highlighted below. A benefit of the more paced implementation of
Student is the ability of the IRP teams to focus fully on the successful implementation of HR
and Finance along with the associated applications ecosystems. In addition, the revised
timeline will permit a more robust implementation of Workday Student.

CONSULTATION UBC IT Advisory Counsel
UBC Executive
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Previous Report Date
Decision

June 5, 2019
INTEGRATED RENEWAL PROGRAM – FINANCE/HR/STUDENT
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Action / Follow Up
Previous Report Date
Decision

IT IS HEREBY REQUESTED that the UBC Board of Governors gives Board 3 approval (endorsed
by the IT Advisory Council (ITAC) and the UBC Executive) for the implementation of Workday
for HR and Finance, with a total budget envelope of $155.8 million, including contingency,
with a release of $86.2 million for fiscal year 2019/20. The $86.2 million is inclusive of a
funding release of $19.2 million for the first quarter of this fiscal year that was approved at
the April 2019 Board of Governors meeting. This approval is contingent on sign-off by the
Chair of the Finance Committee and the Chair of the UBC IT Advisory Council of a fully
executed agreement with Workday Canada on the Student Application timeline and cost
sharing. The written agreement is expected to be completed by the end of June 2019.
IT IS HEREBY REQUESTED that the UBC Board of Governors approves a budget release
(endorsed by the IT Advisory Council (ITAC) and the UBC Executive) of $11.5 million, including
contingency, for the implementation of Workday Student for fiscal year 2019/20. The $11.5
million is inclusive of a funding release of $7.2 million for the first quarter of this fiscal year
that was approved at the April 2019 Board of Governors meeting. This approval is contingent
on sign-off by the Chair of the Finance Committee and the Chair of the UBC IT Advisory
Council of a fully executed agreement with Workday Canada on the Student Application
timeline and cost sharing. The written agreement is expected to be completed by the end of
June 2019.
IT IS HEREBY REQUESTED that the UBC Board of Governors gives Board 3 approval (endorsed
by the IT Advisory Council (ITAC) and the UBC Executive) for the Application Ecosystem
Program, with a total Phase 1 of $54.1 million, including contingency, with a release of $40.3
million for fiscal year 2019/20. The $40.3 million is inclusive of a funding release of $10.3
million for the first quarter of this fiscal year that was approved at the April 2019 Board of
Governors meeting.
IT IS HEREBY REQUESTED that the UBC Board of Governors approves a scope change to move
$13.2 million, including contingency, of funding and projects from the Integrated Renewal
Program to the Application Ecosystem Program.
IT IS HEREBY REQUESTED that the UBC Board of Governors grant approval for up to a $39.8
million, 10-year loan at 5.75% interest rate for 2018/19 and 2019/20 HR/Finance
expenditures and for 2019/20 Application Ecosystem Program expenditures.

Provide an update on the Workday Student negotiations and overall program status.

April 18, 2019
INTEGRATED RENEWAL PROGRAM – FINANCE/HR/STUDENT
1.

2.

IT IS HEREBY REQUESTED that the UBC Board of Governors gives approval for a funding
release of $19.2 million, including contingency, for the first quarter of fiscal year 2019/20
(April 2019 – June 2019) to support the continuing implementation of Workday HR and
Finance – as the approach to Workday Student is refined over the coming month, the full
budget estimate will be revised and presented at the Board of Governor’s meeting in June
2019.
IT IS HEREBY REQUESTED that the UBC Board of Governors gives approval for a funding
release of $15.4 million, including contingency, for the first quarter of fiscal year 2019/20
(April 2019 – June 2019) to support the first phase of the Application Ecosystem Program – as
the approach to Workday Student is refined over the coming month, the full budget estimate
will be revised and presented at the Board of Governor’s meeting in June 2019.
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3.

Action / Follow Up

Previous Report Date
Decision

IT IS HEREBY REQUESTED that the UBC Board of Governors gives approval for a funding
release of $7.2 million, including contingency, for the first quarter of fiscal year 2019/20 (April
2019 – June 2019) to support the continuing implementation of Workday Student – as the
approach to Workday Student is refined over the coming month, the full budget estimate will
be revised and presented at the Board of Governor’s meeting in June 2019.

Provide an update on the Workday Student negotiations and a Board 3 approval for the HR and
Finance portion of IRP as well as Phase 1 of the Application Ecosystem Program.

April 2, 2019
INTEGRATED RENEWAL PROGRAM – FINANCE/HR/STUDENT
1.

Information Only

Provided an update on the negotiations with Workday and the timeline for Student and discussed
next steps during a closed session
Action / Follow Up

Previous Report Date
Decision

Action / Follow Up
Previous Report Date
Decision
Action / Follow Up
Previous Report Date
Decision

Provide an update on the Workday Student negotiations and submit a funding request for the
current fiscal year for the IRP and Application Ecosystem Program

February 7, 2019
INTEGRATED RENEWAL PROGRAM – FINANCE/HR/STUDENT
1. Information Only
Status Update on: (1) FY18/19 Major Milestones, (2) Plan Stage Scope, (3) Program Management
Controls, (4) External Quality Assurance, (5) Risk and Issue Management, and (6) FY18/19 Budget
Conduct Budget Refresh Analysis and Update Funding Request for Board 3 Approval

November 26, 2018
INTEGRATED RENEWAL PROGRAM – FINANCE/HR/STUDENT
1. Information Only
Provide New Program Director’s Assessment
Execute FY18/19 Plan & Provide Status Reports to Board of Governors
September 27, 2018
INTEGRATED RENEWAL PROGRAM – FINANCE/HR/STUDENT
1. Information Only
2. Status Update on: (1) FY18/19 Major Milestones, (2) Plan Stage Scope, (3) Program

Management Controls, (4) External Quality Assurance, (5) Risk and Issue Management, and
(6) FY18/19 Budget

Action / Follow Up
Previous Report Date
Decision

Provide New Program Director’s Assessment
June 14, 2018
INTEGRATED RENEWAL PROGRAM – FINANCE/HR/STUDENT
1. Information Only
2. Status Update on: (1) FY18/19 Major Milestones, (2) Plan Stage Scope, (3) Program

Management Controls, (4) External Quality Assurance, (5) Risk and Issue Management, and
(6) FY18/19 Budget

Action / Follow Up

Execute FY18/19 Plan & Provide Status Reports to Board of Governors
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Previous Report
Date
Decision

Action / Follow Up

April 19, 2018
INTEGRATED RENEWAL PROGRAM – FINANCE/HR/STUDENT
IT IS HEREBY REQUESTED that the UBC Board of Governors approves an FY18/19 funding
release of $60M for the Integrated Renewal Program.
Execute FY18/19 Plan & Provide Status Reports to Board of Governors

Previous Report February 15, 2018
Date

INTEGRATED RENEWAL PROGRAM – STUDENT/HR/FINANCE

Decision

Action / Follow Up

1. Information Only
2. Status Update on (1) Negotiation Summary, (2) Program Governance, (3)
Organizational Change Management, (4) Risk & Issue Management, and (5) Budget.
Complete Next Steps to Establish Integrated Program as Outlined.

Previous Report December 5, 2017
Date

INTEGRATED PROGRAM UPDATE – STUDENT/HR/FINANCE

Decision

Action / Follow Up

1. Proceed to negotiations with Workday for an enterprise solution for Student, HR and
Finance based upon the results of a fit-gap analysis.
2. UBC enter into an agreement with Workday for the enterprise solution (Student, HR,
Finance) subject to final delegated approval granted to the Chair of the Board of
Governors Finance Committee upon successful negotiation of the final contracts and
a recommendation from ITAC and UBC Executive.
Complete Next Steps to Establish Integrated Program as Outlined.

Previous Report September 21, 2017
Date

INTEGRATED PROGRAM – SASI/HR/FINANCE UPDATE

Decision

Action / Follow Up

1. Proceed to Negotiations with Workday and Deloitte for Student Solution.
2. Conduct a Comprehensive Fit/Gap Analysis to Assess Workday’s Ability to Meet
UBC’s HR/Finance Needs.
Complete Next Steps to Establish Integrated Program as Outlined.

Previous Report June 6, 2017
Date

SASI HR FINANCE PROCUREMENT INTEGRATED PROGRAM UPDATE

Decision
Action / Follow Up

1. Information Only
2. Status Update on the Request to Establish an Integrated HR FINANCE SASI Program
Complete Next Steps to Establish Integrated Program as Outlined.
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